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Kevin Fisher(8/28/90)
 
Just a simple man who loves fighting and writing nothing more nothing less my
work is random some lovely others dark and brutal my nickname is Kiza Raizen
The Demon of Blood and just a warning my real versions of some of my poems
had to much cussing so I had to make them appropreate for this site so sorry
you can't get the full  Allan Poe is my biggest inpiration his work is amazing
greatest auther ever.
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A War Inside My Mind
 
They say that there is good and evil in everyones heart
With me theres more
It feels like inside my mind is a neverending war
Some are good
Others are evil
Yet some who just want to fight
This mental war is killing me slowly
Please let it end tonight
Day after day my head is pounding
I no longer care who wins
I don't care if its my good or happiness
Or even my worst of sins
This war may only end when I do
I feel this day is near
Suicide is for the weak
So I'll die very naturally
By a war inside my mind
 
Kevin Fisher
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Alicia
 
Oh my love how I love thee
Hand on thy cheek and our lips are touching
Slideing my hand to thy bosoms
Hurry to me anon
I need thee in my life forever
Methinks our love shall last for all eternity
Thou hast changed me greatly and it was for the better
There i'st knowone else I'd rather spend my days with
Our time together though its been short has been perfect in everyway
Now I'm waiting for our wedding day
Thou i'st my love now and forever
Alicia, oh dearest alicia, thou i'st my life, and my soon to be wife
Lets use our love to end the worlds strife
Love thee my beautiful blood goddess.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Alicia 2
 
Thee hast dispatched my evil spirit
I love thee whital my heart
I pray thee to love me back
Thou art the only woman for me
Together we'll rid me of this alter ego plague known as Kiza Raizen
Nay Kiza my hap young maid hath banished thy evil
He was my greatest foe
Alicia I woo thee nightly
I love thee daily
Thou art always thither when I'm feeling heavy
Doth thou share these feelings
Wot this my dearest alicia I'll love thee forever and I'll protect thee from anyone
and everything
I'll dispatch my heart to thee home so I will always be with thee
Adieu for now my love until next we meet
 
Kevin Fisher
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Anger
 
Shut up, go cry
I want you to fucking die
You cheat
You lied
F**k your life
We're through
I no longer give a s**t about you
Your pain
Is my pleasure
Your my worthless treasure
Your fake
You'll break
Now leave me
Never show your face again.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Another Voice
 
Shut up, shut up all you tell is lies
Loser, your weak I can tell that your afraid
I'm not, I'm strong, leave me the f**k alone
Are you crying
Your soon to be dieing
Enough, get out, go back where you belong
Get out you say, I can't, I wont
Why you don't belong
Oh my friend your oh so wrong
Explan yourself demon
Well I am you and you are me
No, no, theres noway this can be
Its true, you fool, you created me
Lier, lier, I couldn't have created thee
Pathetic, you weakling, You'll die with me in mind
How, how can I break this horrible bind
A knife, your knife, dig me out your head
Your right, a poke, its all that I will need
Your right, fight me, I love to watch you bleed
Aww your dead
Dead by another voice in your head.
 
Kevin Fisher
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As Darkness Consumes You
 
Everyone is born so innocent
As your body ages your darkness raises
Your good is gone and you begin to try to repent
Repent for all your past sins
You learn there is no god to forgive you
You try to escape your darkness
But it hits you like a thousand sharp pins
Darkness surrounds your heart
Turns your mind and soul black
You remember the saying within every bit of darkness there is a light
All I see is eternal night
This is a curse that you can never fight
You can't go back
Your light is gone forever
Like myself you will begin to enjoy this
As darkness consumes you
 
Kevin Fisher
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As The Pendulum Swung
 
As the pendulum swings and it gets so low
It penetrates the skin and the pain grows
I get a tear in my eye but not from the pain
I know now that I'll never hear your voice again
The pendulum gets lower and my intestines fling
All that's in my mind is the last time we were speaking
You can't save me from these chains or this dangling steel
Yet you did help me
Your words did heal
You cured my broken heart so you were all I could think about
As the pendulum swung.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Atheists
 
Don't judge us because we don't believe in a god
We are no different then you
So what if our beliefs are different
Stop trying to convert me to your religion I'm not a free agent
I believe science created the world
You believe it was created by a god
Maybe instead of fighting about who is right or wrong
We should all get together and compare ideas
Maybe theres a little of your gods and devils in us
Maybe your god does exist but wheres the proof
At least we atheists have scientific proof
This is the thoughts of
An atheist
 
Kevin Fisher
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Bloodlust
 
Run up quickly and I'll slit your f**king throat
I'll make a small gash on your stomach
Then I'll finish by tearing your flesh from the gash to your neck
Break your rib cage and rip out your heart
I'll play with the intestines
Then bathe in your blood
Grab your veins and unraval you like a ball of yarn
This is the Demon of Blood's
Bloodlust
 
Kevin Fisher
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Bloody Needles
 
I told myself it would be just one prick
Sticking it in felt so good
I took out the needle
Only for a second
In and out the blood was flowing quickly
Stuck it in faster and faster
I lost control
I'm no longer thinking
All this pain without even drinking
More and more needles lodged into my skin
Can't remember where the first hole begins
My mind and soul is screaming
I finally ripped out all the needles
Felt pain
Yet only slightly
Looked into the mirrior
Can't believe who I'm seeing
Looked to the floor
All that I see
A dark reflection of me
And a large pile
Of my bloody needles.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Caring No Longer
 
F**k the world and all who inhabit it
I love them not, yet some love me still
They love me still, but I hate them greatly
F**k them
F**k them all
Hatred
Hatred is what I'm releasing
Pain
Pain in every word I write
I care for none of you
All of you burnt my heart
You made it black
Go forth
Die, die
Look inside me
You wont have to look deep
You will see a man
He is
Caring no longer
 
Kevin Fisher
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Chained Up In Love
 
Chains all around me, its getting hard to move
They're twisting around my neck and I begin to choke
You are smiling and teasing me
You just stand there holding the key, laughing as if this was a joke
The chains get tighter
Your eyes glow brighter
Your starting to walk up to me closer and closer
You put your lips right near mine
I now know what I have to do
I kiss you as the chains loosen
The chains dropp to the floor
I hold you in my arms and kiss you even more
I tell her that she's beautiful
I love her
And I was chained up in her love.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Change
 
I was nothing more then a drunk, drug abuser who hurt himself
I remember stabbing myself over and over with a needle just for a line of cocaine
I heard voices in my head telling me to hurt myself for drugs
I saw people dieing all around me getting killed by gangs or ODing drugs
I worried I was next
I thought I was going to die young or be selling drugs for a living
But I want to change
I am strong and I broke my addictions on my own
I think the world dragged many people down, me included
I need to change the world, or at least Ohio so the next generation will be safe
I try to stay away from drugs and alcohol
I feel like a new person
I forgive my friends, family, and some teachers for the pain they caused me but I
can never forgive myself
Now I can change
I will be the poet I always wanted to be
I choose to stay clean for my future dream
I dream of having a family, two or three kids, a beautiful wife and a house in the
country
I hope my dream comes true
I predict I'll be a award winning auther who lived his dream
I know I'll stay clean for my future
I will change.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Demonic Emotions
 
We demons can't love
We demons can't cry
We have no true feelings at all
We are hunters
We are killers
We are your nightmares
We are hell
 
Kevin Fisher
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Demons Play
 
I tried to take my life
But she came and took my knife
She said everything would be ok
And that nothing is worth taking your life away
I told her this is how we demons play
She had nothing left to say
So I took my life anyway
 
Kevin Fisher
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Driven Into Despair
 
Today there will be no killing or blood spilling well none coming from you
I'll kill your friends, parents, and siblings to
I will frame you so your locked up for life
I'll pay the judge so your locked up all alone
You'll be driven right into despair
You shall rot in prison
You'll wither down there
Now you want to vanish into thin air
I'm making you feel as I do
So lonely and bare
Why doesn't anyone care
As I myself is living in despair.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Endless Road Of Nothing
 
I walk this lonely road
No cars and no sign of life
The black burning street melting my flesh
I run to what looks to be a person but its only a mirage
Hours past and I'm starving
No life means no food
Way to hot I'm walking half nude
The sun hits me  like a bullet barrage
I'm feeling lonely
No one to hold me
I begin to die
I wither and fry
D**n this endless road of nothing.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Enter My Abyss
 
So much screaming and never ending blood
Sitting and watching as the line for the torture
Its finally your turn and they string you up onto a barbed wire fence with wire
around my ankles, wrists, and throat
They stick giant spikes through your stomach and into your spine
The pain
The agony
The pleasure
Your blood turns to acid and it burns you inside and out
Your eyes and skin are melting
Your screams echo the abyss
These screams are your warning
Stay out of my bloody abyss
Or suffer there fate
Now come enter my abyss
I dare you
 
Kevin Fisher
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Fake
 
You hide behind your mask
You hide behind your lies
Your life is nothing special
You make up stupid stories to make you what your not
Your nothing but a fake
Its better if you die
Not a single person will miss you
Not a single person will cry
Grab your knife
Take your life
And let us all be
 
Kevin Fisher
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Fallen Angel
 
You fell out of the sky and into my arms
I'm telling you this and my words are true
I'll do my best to take care of you
Your my fallen angel and I'll never do you harm
Until I can get you back in the sky I'll keep you safe
I'll get you back to the heavens, so just keep your faith
I know I have to send you back someday
Yet I want you to stay and live my way
Ever since I caught you I've been feeling strange
It's love that I'm feeling
I love you my beautiful fallen angel
 
Kevin Fisher
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Feeling Outshined
 
I feel like everyone is better then me
I can't do anything right
I've got this feeling I'm being outshined
I'm powerless and worthless can't you all see
No, I can't think like this, I must put up some sort of a fight
I must get these thoughts out of my mind
Who am I kidding I'm a failure
I'm lower then scum
Like a prophet I predict the future
I'll be a bum, no house, and buying cheap rum
I must break this bind
I must stop feeling outshined.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Final Days
 
Fatal wounds of a worthless war
Inside my body the organs ache
Numb on the inside and out
All the bombs and bullets going off at once
Laying in a pool of blood and tears
Dieing isn't so bad at leasts theres no more fears
Acheing pain its never ending
Your war has taken another victim
So tell me what this war is really for.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Final Request
 
Theres nothing to tell
I'm in the firey pits of hell
No love or no honer
No reason to live
The screams in the background
The noises I hear
Now tell my girl, tell my dear
Once your in hell theres nothing left to fear.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Fingers, Mouths, And A Mystery
 
Put your fingers in
Reach in deep
Take out your fingers
You  place your mouth near it and you start eating it out
In your head you know there's no doubt
You love the taste
You love potato chips.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Forbidden Love
 
I was training in hell when I heard the sound
A voice, her voice, my heart was bound
Love between a demon and a human is forbidden
So I'll be in the shadows completely hidden
She saw me in the shadows and I looked into her eyes
Everyone around us just lays down and dies
This is love at first sight
The Demon of Blood who kills all night
And a weak human that sings such delight
This kind of love just isn't right.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Forever
 
Everyday I wish you was beside me
Everyday I think of our future together
I know we have had rough times
But there's nothing we can't overcome
We will be together forever
I may not be the perfect husband
Or you the perfect wife
But as long as we are with one another
We will share the perfect life.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Girl Over A Phone
 
Heard only her voice
Yet I knew she was my lover
Never seen a face
But I know there is no other
You tell me you have five stalkers
I promise to kill each one
Not just for you, but for a little bit of fun
Everyday our love grows stronger
Can't wait to see what our futures hold
After hearing just one word
I knew my life was sold
I'll be with your voice forever
Until we both grow old
We can tell our children our story
Tell them the story of how we met
Started as a chatroom meeting
Then you became
Kayla the girl over a phone
 
Kevin Fisher
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Her Hazel Eyes
 
Her eyes are greater then any treasure on this earth
There more beautiful then an emarald
Looking into thoughs eyes is like swimming in a large ocean of green
They are the most beautiful things I've ever seen
Even when I'm looking into a picture I'm lost inside your eyes
They are so sharp they could cut through anyones lies
Your eyes tell much about you, like how sweet you are but sometimes you are
mean
I look to you and your eyes for comfort
I love her
And her hazel eyes
 
Kevin Fisher
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Her Heart Of Glass
 
She has a heart of glass and she left it in my hands
I know I must be careful for it can easily be broken
We have a long conversation yet every word was unspoken
I hold onto your glass heart gently
Never letting go
She is the most beautiful girl in all the lands
So I must keep her heart safe
I grabbed a chain and wore her heart around my neck
Suddenly something happened
Her glass heart turned to gold
I knew that this was special
We were meant to be
From this day forward I'll never take it off
Now everyone can see
How much you mean to me
Now is time for the test
Can she change my dark and withered heart
 
Kevin Fisher
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Hidden Scars
 
Though these cuts aren't deep, there deep enough to bleed
Its the blood I really need
Scars can be seen on my body but its the mental scars that should be seen
All this f**ked up s**t thats stuck in my mind
Its your own emotions that hold the strongest bind
As the blood flows out it feels as if I'm feeding my demon within
I hate the way I am
I hate how I was raised
I hate that I'm a freak
I hate how my demon makes me feel weak
I hate me
Worst of all I hate these d*mn hidden scars
 
Kevin Fisher
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I Think I Love You
 
When you come around my body trembles
It becomes hard to think and hard to speak
My heart begins to beat
It goes faster and faster
I wish to lay my hand on thy soft cheek
I wish to kiss your beautiful lips
I'll hug you, hold you
What is this that I'm feeling
Its new but I seem to like it
I wonder does she feel this way to
Even as I'm writing this
Your all thats on my mind
Hopefully this poem leads you to me
Because I think
I think I love you
 
Kevin Fisher
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Is Sorry Enough
 
Is sorry enough to right your own wrongs
Is sorry enough to fully be forgiven
Is sorry meaningful or is there no point at all
Is sorry special or just a word
Can sorry fix a relationship or just bring more hate
Can sorry save a life or just push them to fall
Can sorry change fate
Is sorry just bait to help catch the truth
Will someone just answer me
Is sorry enough?
 
Kevin Fisher
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Just Love Me
 
I've never seen such beauty
I wish she would notice me
D**n this isn't easy
I want to seal us with a kiss
Unlock me from this dark abyss
This isn't a joke
I want to be more then just friends
Lovers until the end
Take off your dark cloak
Don't hide your true feelings
Just love me
 
Kevin Fisher
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Life Fades
 
Tearing the flesh
Breaking the skin
Waiting for the bloodshed to begin
This horrible pain
I'm going insane
I lost three pints
My body got cold
This s**t is getting so f**king old
My body lays still
Body dies
Spirit fades
This must be the end of my days
 
Kevin Fisher
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Lost
 
Nomore friends
And I lost my lover
She was messing around with another
Nomore family
Nomore fears
Washed it away with a couple hundred beers
This killed my pride
It killed my will
So much pain
I popped a pill
More and more my pain is lifting
Pain is gone
Yet pain returns
The more you take
The less you feel
Soon enough your pills are gone
Then the rest of your life is lost.
Lost my friends and lost my lover
Lost my family and lost my beers
Lost my fears and lost my pills
Most importent and worst of all
I lost my life which wasnt a life at all.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Love
 
I'm giving you my mind, body, and soul
Your giving me your love, heart, and spirit
Together we're the perfect couple
Apart we are waiting lovers
You helped me find what I lost
My dark and fading heart
Waiting to see what our future holds
Are marriage, are kids, and dieing in your arms
Are love is perfect and never ending
Together forever.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Love Is Forever
 
I need you beside me
Your my everything
You remind me of the sea
So beautiful and clear
Your so perfect my dear
I wish to give you my ring
I want you to be my partner for life
Your the cure to my bloody knife
Your my beautiful wife
I'll leave you never
Our love is forever
 
Kevin Fisher
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Love Kills
 
Slit my wrist and watched the blood drip down
Slowly and silently not one sound
There is no pain
I'm going insane
She loves me not
Or so I thought
She should have told me before
Before I was dead
 
Kevin Fisher
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Love Letter
 
A love letter
Its more then just a message
Theres nothing better then a love letter from your lover
You know there is no other
The whole world seems to freeze and time stops as you read the beautiful hand
writing
It ends all the fighting
It makes things better
Goes from annoying fighting to kissing and biting
Guys remember a way to your girls heart
Is through a love letter.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Loves A Myth
 
Love
Love is a lie
A myth
They say they love you but they always cheat
They will cheat until you die
Tears
The things they do make normal people cry
Hate
Hate is the only emotion you can feel
Fate
You will find someone else there's plenty of people out there to meet
The more you meet, the more will cheat and the more your heart will fry
Whats left
Your left an empty shell
Your heart is now a black hole
And your soul is damned to hell
Anyone reading or hearing this
Remember
Liking someone is normal
Yet love is just a myth
 
Kevin Fisher
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My Dear Alicia
 
I know that I'm not perfect not even in your eyes
I'm sorry I can't be like all thoughs other normal guys
I'm sorry I always put myself down
I'm sorry that I always make you cry
I know you are unhappy
And I always make you frown
I'm sorry I'm not special
Not in any given way
I thought my life was worthless
Until destiny lead me to you
Before I met you I was trying to end my life
I may have nothing in life to give
But please my dearest alicia
Marry me and be my wife
 
Kevin Fisher
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My Demonic Heart
 
I knew from the start
That I had fire in my heart
They mock or they cheated
My rage was overheated
Pop, pop
Snapped there jaws and I was on top
Just stop
This is all that I could tell myself
My heart was doing another
Its tells me to
Stab, stab
To late it had already made my choice
There blood is flowing
From here I was knowing
My demonic heart has been leading me down the wrong road
Cut
Cut my wrists
Laid there dieing
The world didn't need someone like me
Someone with my demonic heart
 
Kevin Fisher
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My Promise
 
I'm going to give you what you want
I'm going to give you what you need
I'm going to give you everything you dreamed
I'll do any little thing for you
I'll even hold you when your feeling blue
Baby this is my promise to you.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Nothing Else Matters
 
I read her words
I heard her voice
I seen her face
Now she is all that I want
She is all that I need
Nomore cutting, drinking, or weed
I would just sit there waiting to bleed
I love her
I know I made the right choice
We got hit with cupid's love beams
Or so it seems
I found the girl of my dreams
Now
Nothing else matters but her
 
Kevin Fisher
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One Day
 
One day I'll present you with a ring
Wake up every morning and I'll make you a fancy breakfast
We will hold each other outside so we can hear the birds sing
One day we will grow old together and tell our kids about the past
One day we will both die at the same time
Die in each others arms
We are to be burried together
Until this day we will live with what we have
Just remember the words
One day
 
Kevin Fisher
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Pain
 
Pain
Both physical and mental
Its killing whats left of my soul
Theres not much left of me
When will you come and be
Be my heroine
Save me from the darkness
Save me from whats on the inside
So much f**king pain
Are you waiting until my hearts died
Until theres nothing left
Until I'm fully dead
Nothing left in my head
Until there is no more
Pain
 
Kevin Fisher
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Past Addictions Are Gone
 
I've done things and you forgave me
I promise that isn't me anymore
I was addicted to sex, I was a man w***e
Drugs on the brain I'd sell my soul for a joint
That was the old me now theres no point
The drinking was fun once but I made so many mistakes
These addictions were bad but it only gets worse
My biggest addiction wasn't a pill, a drink, or even a bed
It was a needle or a knife that f**ked me up in the head
I needed the blood and the pain
I was going insane
Then I met a girl
My love and my life
No knife can feel better then the love from my wife
Kayla your my only addiction now
All my past addictions are gone.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Quick Kill
 
You think its just another dark and lonely night
Yet strangely you feel your not alone
Its quiet its quiet and you don't carry a simple flashlight
You hear a sigh in the next room but you know its your fathers tone
Suddenly it hits you
Your parents left for the anniversary dinner
You rush to the kitchen and grab a knife
You kick the door in where you heard the sigh
There you see him in the bed you stab him over and over you know you got the
guy
The light flips on
You was stabbing a doll
You gave it your all
Blood is flowing out your neck
He got you
With a quick kill.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Random Killer
 
First he'll grab a knife
Then he'll f**k your wife
Next he'll end her life
He will find your kids
Grab them by the eye lids
Gut them like a fish
Toss them in a ditch
Make your final wish
This man is so insane
Saying he's ending pain
He's killing in the rain
Washing away all the evidence
Don't get so tense
Your not next
He's just a random killer.
 
Kevin Fisher
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Relaxing
 
You lay on the tall green grass and watch the clouds go by
See a bird fly
Oh so high
You wish you could join them in the lightly shaded blue
You lay there trying to make out shapes in the clouds
You don't make a sound not silent or loud
Your away from all the violence
Your away from all the noise
It gets a little lonely
Day after day
You need somebody beside you
A young woman to hold you and show you lots of love
Kiss her
Hold her
That would be relaxing
 
Kevin Fisher
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Small But Deadly
 
They were little people only a few centameters tall
If you wasn't paying attention you wouldn't see them at all
They are all looking at me with their dark and leering eyes
What could have caused this I wondered
I started to look around but I saw nothing
The centameter people seem to be trying to lift my foot
I move it out the way for them and I think I crushed there store
Without my knowing they was on my shouldiers
They swung there pickaxes into my eyes and ripped each eye in two
I'm completely blind and the pain is worse then death
Now I feel them in my ears and what sounds to be a match being lit
The burning is hellish
A sharp pain in my arm comes out of nowhere and I can feel the blood running
from my arm
They're inside me crawling through the gash in my arm
They're crawling in my skin and the pain oh the mind shattering pain
I begin stomping the ground crushing only few ans I feel their blood and guts in
between my toes
Suddenly I dropp to my knees it feels as if they're ripping all my vains
My last words were
So small but deadly
 
Kevin Fisher
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The Angel To My Demon
 
Are you an angel sent to the ground
You stole my breath without making a sound
Is this love, am I falling for you
Are you an angel who is killing my frown
Thought it was never ending but you turned it around
Your my savior, my new hope to live
I have nothing but a small heart to give
Can you love a man they call the demon of blood
You came to this earth with no purpose at all
Now your the good to my evil
The yin to my yang
And the light that brightens my dark
You had no purpose but its love you found
Now destiny has us bound
Your the angel to my demon.
 
Kevin Fisher
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The Eye Collector
 
Another wednesday night murder
Victem died about ten til noon
Something about the victem makes the police wonder
Why does he gouge he's victem's eyes out and leave the rusted spoon
Every wednesday another dies no blood drain and no eyes
Whoever this killer is he's very wise
Curfews have been set and people hide in fear
He hasn't killed for one whole year
Keep the doors and windows locked and the curtains closed
Open them once and he knows
Your eyes will be his
for he's the eye collector.
 
Kevin Fisher
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The Face Of A Goddess
 
Just one quick glance at her face and it was engraved in my heart forever
Her figure is perfect
Thoughs eyes are so soft, sweet, and innocent
I could stare for hours
She spoke and sent all my pain out
She is my goddess
My heroine
My anti-drug
I hold her until we die old
I'd never be able to love anyone other then the girl
The girl who has the face of a goddess.
 
Kevin Fisher
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The Girl
 
Her face
So beautiful, soft, and sweet
Hoping someday soon are lips will meet
I'll hold her tightly
never letting go
I'll tell her things that know one else will ever know
I love her
There is no other
Shes perfect in my eyes
Together
Forever
This comes to no surprise
I am hers
And she is mine
Until the end
The end of time
 
Kevin Fisher
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The Haunting Dream
 
It was a dream
This dream was like none other
Felt so real
To this day those children scream in pain
I feel myself going insane
All those children screaming, dieing
Dropped to my knees nearly crying
All so young, they deserved to live
If only
If only I had more to give
I wanted to help, I tried, I really tried
The more I helped, even more had died
Torture
I've never seen torture devices like these before so dark, so brutal
The blood
All the young children drained of blood
I awaken
Ears are bleeding, eyes can't tell whats real and whats fake
This truelly was
The haunting dream.
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The Hunt
 
I'll hunt you when your sleeping
As soon as light begins to fade
You can taste the steel from my mother f**king blade
I'll kill your family
I'll kill your friends
I'll make you wish your life would end
I'll finally get to you and I'll stick the knife in deep
I'll leave your house, not one peep.
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The Torturer
 
You walk into his chamber
The smell is horrible but the sight is worse
Humans dangling from the ceiling on hooks
Men and women, some living others dead
People laying down nailed to a bed
The torturer is sick
He's f**ked up in the head
He cuts off his own fingers when a victim manages to break free
Eight fingers left but that is plenty
The torturer is a cannibal
Tearing at his living victims flesh and eatting there organs
He's eyes are piercing
Cutting away at mortal's souls
Dark and morbid
He sleeps in the soil
While some unlucky people boil
He's like the creature of the earth
This is the life
Of the torturer.
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The Undeclared War Is Spreading
 
Whether it's Long Beach, California or Canton, Ohio this war is tearing me apart
If you walk outside your door you risk getting shot
If your white, black, latino, or asian
They will see your body on the street with a bullet wound in your back
Prostitutes on street corners and homeless people smoking crack
What is happening to this nation
Nothing but gangs and crimes
Pregnant girls flood the schools
People getting raped and murdered daily
I want to get away
Theres no place left thats safe
The fact of the matter is
The Undeclared War Is Spreading
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The Weld Shop
 
Even if your day has been s**t
You can walk in here and get hit by the sweet smell of paint thiner and tabacco
spit
You change into your work clothes and your steel toes
Gotta grab your mask and slide on your jacket
Sit down and start your machine
Grab the MIG and spark the metal
You are waiting for the excitement of your pants going a blaze
You begin to smirk as your mask fills up with smoke
You start laughing as your rookie partner starts to choke
We all make sure not to piss off Big Daddy Kapas
The two and a half hours fly bye
We all are waiting to leave
Yet we all know we wanna stay
But we will continue our projects tomorrow, and the next day
All us welders will tell you
We love the weld shop
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They
 
They wait outside your window
They lerk outside your door
You are waiting for your final hour
Your body is shaking
Your soul they are taking
The ground is quaking
Your vision is fading
You open your eyes
And to your surprise
The darkness took them away
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Trapped In A Cage
 
Trapped like a bird in a cage
Never to be freed
Twenty years have past and I've bottled up all my rage
No visitors and nothing to do so I watch as I make myself bleed
Just one friend is all I need
Its so dark and I'm my own best friend
I know I'll die alone in the end
Another 10 years has past and my cage is rusted
I cough from a sickness I had gotten and I know my time is short
Still no friends and even I can't be trusted
I lay in bed knowing my time has thinned
I think about all the times I've sinned
As I lay dieing I can't help but think I could have prevented being trapped in a
cage.
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Until The Day I Die
 
I feel him trying to break free
He is haunting, he's my pollution
The Demon of Blood he's killing me
My mind and his are fusing into one demonic mind
I'm back to my self abusing
He is my curse
He's the drug that no rehab can kill
He is my darkness
I lost my brightest light
The flower for my rain
She is my own rainflower
Without her Kiza will best me and cause me much pain
With him in my head I'm insane
Without her my curse will stay in me forever
He's there until the day I die.
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Violence
 
Your knees begin to shake
Your lip starts to quiver
Nothing but silence as I'm cutting out your liver
Your pain is my pleasure
I'm the blood spiller
America's number one psyco killer
F**k the peace we all know violence is the answer
I'm the only thing to ever rate a twelve on the Richter Scale
Nothing can stop this cold blooded killer in me not gun fire or even a natural
disaster
So all I need is silence
As I take over this world with
Violence
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Why
 
Why mother why did you tell me I was a mistake
Why was life so hard on me
Why does knowone believe me when I say I'm feeling depressed
Believe me father I'm not trying to act like you
I'm not fake
Why does everyone look at me and think that I'm a freak
Why do I talk to myself and always put me down
Why is it I wear a fake smile
When inside is an endless frown
Why do my siblings ignore me when all I wish to do is help
For what reason was I really born
Why can't anyone answer this question
Why my dearest alicia do you love me
One more question to ask myself
Why wont you just kill yourself kevin
Why?
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X-Ray Eyes
 
I can see through your bulls**t
I see through your lies
I see through your fake kindness and into your spiral mind
Theres nothing about you that I cannot find
Unlike all the others that seem to be blind
I see that you wear a mask to impress them
I know you hide behind your alcohol and even your drugs at that
I'll evaluate your soul
I rate you oh so low
There is nothing about you that I can't see
With my x-ray eyes.
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You
 
You told me that you loved me
But you loved your boyfriend more
You played with my emotions
Your a mother f**king w**re
I thought that you was different
But your just like all the rest.
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Your Voice
 
Your voice is the greatest sound to my ears
Your voice absorbs my darkness and all of my fears
Just your life has saved my life
I'll do anything to make you my wife
Your voice is so sexual yet your body is pure
Never thought a voice could be my cure
I love your laugh and I love your giggle
Your words to me are soft and gentle
I love you
You love me to
I made my choice
To love you and your voice.
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Zebra World (Not Animal Related)
 
The world is still going on about the color of others skin
We need to be more like a zebra a mixture of black and white
So much racism
Hard to walk down the street without seeing a racial war
I can't take this s**t anymore
Who cares if your black, white, or even asian
We all function the same
I don't know where this started, and I don't know who to blame
Someone tell me why we fire upon each other
So what if blacks were slaves many years ago
Don't blame whites for there ancestors mistakes
Now white people stop looking at skin color
See who they are on the inside
We are no different
Its time to end this stupid fighting
Now its time for peace
Lets all work together
In creating this zebra world.
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Zombie
 
Though I'm moving
There isn't a thought in my head
Am I living
Or am I dead
I'm always walking
Never talking
I'm just a corpse
I'm just another zombie.
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